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Who's the player
spotlight?!

Coaches feedback on the
weekly training topic!

ACADEMY TOURNAMENTS!
This past week, we took a short pause from our
Saturday academy league and AYSO program and
held a wonderful in house tournament on
Monday, Columbus Day!!
Who wins the trophy is obvious but who truly wins might
be misunderstood by many or unnoticed. Maybe scoring
that goal was the best that child felt all week or that new
friend they met at the tournament turns into their new
best friend for the next 20 years. Wins come in all shapes
and sizes and can be defined by each person.
My win is witnessing others realize the smallest of wins.
The purpose of these Academy Tournaments is to provide
an environment for self-expression, passion and love for
the game through our motto of skill, sportsmanship and
self-discipline!
Through the desire to compete, hard work, and respect
for all, we will always see winners walking away from the
tournament whether there is a medal around their neck
or not.

Read more on our blog! www.joepalumbo.com/blog

CT RUSH COLUMBUS CUP!
Our first tournament weekend of the fall season has come and passed.
This year, our JPSC premier teams attended the CT Rush Columbus Day
tournament that was ran out of three locations.
First, congratulations to the B2010 Premier team for coming in 1st place
as well as our B2009 Premier team, B2011 Premier and G2010 Premier
teams finishing as finalists.
Fortunately, these tournaments provide an opportunity for clubs to
continue competitions over the holiday weekend. This tournament in
particular delivered a new experience for our teams as almost every
opponent had never been played before.
The game brings us together in various ways and with an open mind
and desire to learn we welcome the chance to compete against new
faces and different styles.

Upcoming Events/Info
League play and AYSO Program will resume Saturday 10/16
Putnam Valley Education Foundation Color Run - October 17th
Fundraising deadlines: Chocolate $ is due 10/20! Wreath orders are due 10/29!
JPSA Veterans Day Academy Tournament - Thursday, November 11th
JPSA Turkey Bowl Academy Tournament - Saturday, November 27th
Save the Date! JPSC Holiday Party on December 10th

JPSC PLAYER SPOTLIGHTS
OF THE WEEK!
B2008 TRAVEL
G2008 TRAVEL

Our player spotlight is based not only on their performance on the field but
more importantly on their effort, attitude and being exemplary of our motto!
CONGRATULATIONS TO
B2008 TRAVEL PLAYER,
JOSEPH DEMARCO!
Why do you think you were selected as the player
highlight of the week?
I think I was selected because even with my injury, I
still contribute to my team and all my teammates. I
love cheering them on at all the games.
What do you think your strengths and weaknesses
are?
My strength is my heart and drive to continue to be a
better player. My weakness is I am too hard on
myself.
Who’s your favorite soccer player?
My favorite player is Sergio Ramos.

& CONGRATULATIONS TO G2008
TRAVEL PLAYER, ARIEL GAGNE!
Why do you think you were selected as the player
highlight of the week?
Because of my hardworking attitude towards the team and
listening to my coache in the game.
What do you think your strengths and weaknesses are?
My strengths are mostly my speed I can run pretty fast and
I usually know where to go to get the ball. My weakness on
the field are my shooting ability and my foot skills.
Who’s your favorite soccer player?
I don't have one, each of the soccer players I watch have
many great amazing skills to the next.

COACHES' FEEDBACK FROM
THIS WEEK OF TRAINING!
This weeks practices have been focused on the topic of progression.
We are teaching the players to be more patient and creative when
developing their attack in the middle third. We don’t want to charge
forward and attack in straight lines. The same applies to defending in
the middle third; we don’t want to dive in and try to confront the
opponents attack too early. We can delay the attack and keep
everything in front of us and defend as a group.

Our sessions this week have been positive as the players are responding
well to the demands of the session while developing their self and team
accountability. The leadership of a few individuals has really caught my
attention and that makes me proud! My best wishes to all of the players
and coaches heading into weekend competitions!

Coming off a long tournament-filled weekend, it’s been really nice to
see the level of intensity remain very high in the training sessions this
week. Can’t wait to get back into the league matches!

This week has been focused on progression. What has been most encouraging is to
see how all the players are implementing what they are learning from each training
session into their scrimmages at the end of practice. Keeping their head up, finding
the right space and having mobility, or not forcing a play to happen is something we
have been stressing this week and my hope is to see more of this as we head into the
weekend games.

